Message from the President

!

SEPTEMBER 2014

We find ourselves saying farewell to a
fantastic spring and summer season and
welcoming the fall’s seasonal activities.

!

We are planning some timely and informative
presentations for this fall and into the next
year so please check for those events and
keep the dates open.
The EIA has a new website under development, designed to
continue to keep you abreast of our past, present and future
activities.
It is important to be ever mindful of safety in our daily lives, in our
homes, our work places, and in our leisure time activities. Electrical
safety is first and foremost in our minds as we continue to work with
the electrical industry to provide compliant electrical installations.
The level of protection of persons and animals from shock and fire
and the level of protection of property from fire damage is directly
proportional to the design and level of compliance of our electrical
installations and how well they are maintained.
Our codes and standards are under continuous review and
upgrading. Many changes to the CSA Part I installation standard will
be seen upon publication of the 2015 edition. It is important for the
electrical industry to keep current with these changes as we go
forward.

!
Rick May
President
Electrical Inspectors Association of BC
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CLEARANCES AROUND DIELECTRIC LIQUID-FILLED
TRANSFORMERS: THE APPLICABLE CE CODE REQUIREMENTS.
Ark Tsisserev is an independent electrical fire and safety
consultant. Prior to becoming a consultant, he was an electrical
safety regulator / Chief Electrical Inspector for the City of
Vancouver.
EFS Engineering Solutions Ltd.
ark.tsisserev@efsengineering.ca

!

Although this subject is well articulated in the Code, there appears to be
some confusion regarding the clearances around dielectric liquid-filled
transformers installed indoors. Let’s review the appropriate provisions of
the Code and make a few observations and conclusions on this subject.
The CE Code clearance requirements for installation of dielectric liquid-filled transformers are
based on the following criteria:

!

A need to protect adjacent structures from potential fire that could be developed due to the
transformer explosion and flying debris of highly combustible material in a contact with readily
ignitable surfaces;

!

A need to protect persons against such debris, if such persons are located in various types of
openings (windows, doors) within 6 m radius of the transformer; and

!

A need to provide safe work practices around energized transformer for qualified persons
doing operating or maintenance work around the equipment.

!

As such, the CE Code places a number of requirements for such clearances when dielectric
liquid-filled transformers are installed indoors and outdoors.
For outdoors installations,
Subrules 26-014(1) – 26-014(3) of the CE Code pose generic provisions for such clearances,
and Rule 26-014(4) lists additional, more specific requirements for such dielectric liquid-filled
equipment containing more than 46 L in one tank, as follows:

!
“26-014 Dielectric liquid-filled equipment — Outdoors (see Appendix B)
!

(1) Except as permitted by Subrule (3), dielectric liquid-filled electrical equipment containing
more than 46 L in one tank, or 137 L in a group of tanks, and installed outdoors shall not be
located within 6 m of
(a) any combustible surfaces or material on a building;
(b) any door or window; or
(c) any ventilation inlet or outlet.

!

(2) The dimension referred to in Subrule (1) shall be the shortest line-of-sight distance from the
face of the container containing the liquid to the building or part of the building in question.

!

(continued on Page 3)
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!

(3) Notwithstanding the requirements of Subrule (1), the equipment shall be permitted to be
installed within 6 m of any item listed in Subrule (1)(a), (b), and (c), provided that a wall or
barrier with non-combustible surfaces or material is constructed between the equipment and
that item.

!

(4) Where dielectric liquid-filled electrical equipment containing more than 46 L in one tank, or
137 L in a group of tanks, is installed outdoors it shall

!

(a) be inaccessible to unauthorized persons;
(b) not obstruct firefighting operations;
(c) if installed at ground level, be located on a concrete pad draining away from structures or
be in a curbed area filled with coarse crushed stone; and
(d) not have open drains for the disposal of the liquid in the proximity of combustible
construction or materials”.

!

If the dielectric liquid-filled transformers are installed outdoors, such clearance requirements
are governed by Rule 26-242(1) of the CE Code as follows:
“26-242 Outdoor transformer installations

!

(1) Except as permitted by Subrule (2), where transformers, including their conductors and
control and protective equipment, are installed outdoors, they shall

!

(a) be installed in accordance with Rule 26-014 if they are dielectric liquid-filled;
(b) have the bottom of their platform not less than 3.6 m above ground if they are isolated by
elevation;
(c) have the entire installation surrounded by a suitable fence in accordance with Rules
26-300 to 26-324 if they are not isolated by elevation or not housed in suitable enclosures;
and
(d) have conspicuously posted, suitable warning signs indicating the highest voltage
employed except where there is no exposed live part.” If such dielectric liquid-filled padmounted transformers are also equipped with a pressure relief means and with the integral
current limiting fuse, the Code clearance requirements are relaxed as indicated in Rule
26-242(2):

!

(2) Dielectric liquid-filled pad-mounted distribution transformers shall be installed at least 3 m
from any combustible surface or material on a building and at least 6 m from any window,
door, or ventilation inlet or outlet on a building, except where

!

(a) a wall or barrier with non-combustible surfaces or material is constructed between the
transformer and any door, window, ventilation opening, or combustible surface; or

!
!
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!

(b) the transformer is protected by an internal current-limiting fuse and equipped with a
pressure relief device, with working spaces around the transformer of at least 3 m on the
access side and on all other sides:

!

(i) 1 m for three-phase transformers; and
(ii) 0.6 m for single-phase transformers”.

!

Where dielectric-liquid filled transformers (and other similar equipment) containing more than
23 L of liquid in a single tank, are installed indoors, Rule 26-012(1) of the CE Code mandates
installation of such transformers (and other similar equipment) in electrical transformer vaults,
as follows:

!
“26-012 Dielectric liquid-filled equipment — Indoors (see Appendices B and G)
!

(1) Dielectric liquid-filled electrical equipment containing more than 23 L of liquid in one tank,
or more than 69 L in a group of tanks, shall be located in an electrical equipment vault”.

!

Requirements for installation of such equipment in vaults are governed by Rules 26-350 –
26-356 as follows:

!
“Electrical equipment vaults 26-350 General
!

(1) For the purposes of Rules pertaining to the construction of electrical equipment vaults, the
single word “vault(s)” shall be understood to have the same meaning as “electrical equipment
vault(s)”.
(2) Vaults shall not be used for storage purposes.

!

26-352 Vault size
Vaults shall be of such dimensions as to accommodate the installed equipment with at least
the minimum clearances specified in the pertinent Sections of this Code.

!

26-354 Electrical equipment vault construction (see Appendices B and G)
Every electrical equipment vault, including the doors, ventilation, and drainage, shall be
constructed in accordance with the applicable requirements of the National Building Code of
Canada.

!
26-356 Illumination
!

(1) Each vault shall be provided with adequate lighting, controlled by one or more switches
located near the entrance.

!
!
!
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!!
(2) Luminaires shall be located so that they may be relamped without danger to personnel.
!!

(3) Each vault shall have a grounding-type receptacle installed in accordance with Rule
26-700 and located in a convenient location inside the vault and near the entrance.”

!

Construction requirements of electrical equipment vaults are prescribed by Article 3.6.2.7. of
the National Building Code of Canada. (NBCC). If, however, such dielectric liquid-filled
transformer contains less than 23 L in a single tank,

!

Rule 26-012(2) allows installation of the transformer in an electrical equipment room, and
such service room must be separated from the remainder of the building by a fire separation
with a fire resistance rating of not less than1 h.

!

(2) Except as permitted in Subrule (4), dielectric liquid-filled electrical equipment containing 23
L of liquid or less in one tank, or 69 L or less in a group of tanks, shall be

!

(a) installed in a service room conforming to the requirements of the National Building Code of
Canada;
(b) provided with a metal pan or concrete curbing capable of collecting and retaining all the
liquid of the tank or tanks;
(c) isolated from other apparatus by fire-resisting barriers, with metal-enclosed equipment
considered as providing segregation and isolation; and
(d) separated from other dielectric liquid-filled electrical equipment by such a distance that, if
the liquid in such equipment were spread at a density of 12 L/m2, the areas so covered would
not overlap; these areas being deemed to be circular if the tank (or group of tanks) is in an
open area, semi-circular if the tank is against a wall, and quarter-sector if the tank is in a
corner.

!

It should be noted that when a transformer located indoors, contains non-propagating liquid
with a flash point not less than 275 deg. C, then Rule 26-246(2) of the CE Code also allows
installation of such transformer (without limitation of the dielectric liquid volumes) in an
electrical equipment room under the following conditions:

!

2) Transformers containing a non-propagating liquid, suitable for the purpose, having a flash
point not less than 275 °C, that are located indoors shall be installed in an electrical
equipment vault, unless the following conditions are met:

!
(a) the transformer is protected from mechanical damage either by location or guarding;
!

(b) a pressure relief vent is provided where the rating exceeds 25 kV•A at 25 Hz or 37.5 kV•A
at 60 Hz;

!
!
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!

(c) a means of absorbing gases generated by arcing inside the case, or a pressure relief vent
connected to the outdoors, is provided where the transformer is installed in a poorly ventilated
location;
(d) where the voltage rating exceeds 15 000 V, the transformer is installed in a service room
accessible only to authorized persons; and
(e) the transformer is provided with a metal pan or concrete curbing capable of collecting and
retaining all the liquid of the tank or tanks.

!

The above referenced provisions of Rule 26-246(2) for installation of dielectric liquid filled
equipment indoors in an electrical equipment room (and not in an electrical equipment vault)
apply only to the dielectric liquid filled transformers containing unlimited amount of a nonpropagating liquid suitable for the purpose and having a flash point not less than 275 °C
[where the conditions listed in Rule 26-246(2) are met], and it appears that the Code has
failed to recognize the fact that other types of equipment (vacuum fault interrupters, load
breaks, etc.) that conform to all conditions listed by Rule 26-246(2), could be also installed in
the electrical equipment rooms (and not in the electrical equipment vaults).

!

There has been a proposal submitted to Section 26 S/C – to revise Rule 26-012 so, as to
recognize this fact.

!

And what about a safe work clearance [similar to the provisions of Rule 26-242(2)(b)] around
a dielectric liquid-filled transformer located indoors?
Such requirement does not also appear to exist in the Code, and the only a minimum
clearance required for safe work around such dielectric-liquid filled transformer in an electrical
equipment room (or in an electrical equipment vault) is specified by generic provisions of Rule
2-310 as follows:

!
“2-310 Entrance to, and exit from, working space (see Appendices B, G, and I)
!

(1) Each room containing electrical equipment and each working space around equipment
shall have unobstructed means of egress in compliance with the National Building Code of
Canada.
(2) Where a room or space referred to in Subrule (1) contains equipment that has a rating on
the equipment nameplate of 1200 A or more, or is rated over 750 V, and consists of
transformers, overcurrent devices, switchgear, or disconnecting means, such equipment shall
be arranged so that, in the event of a failure in the equipment, it shall be possible to leave the
room or space referred to in Subrule (1) without passing the failure point, except that where
this cannot be done, the working space requirement of Rule 2-308(1) and (2) shall be not less
than 1.5 m.
(3) For the purposes of Subrule (2), the potential failure point is any point within or on the
equipment.

!

(continued on Page 7)
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!

(4) Doors or gates shall be capable of being readily opened from the equipment side without
the use of a key
or tool.”
Observations:

!

1.
Based on the current CE Code requirements, a minimum clearance around a typical
high voltage dielectric liquid-filled transformer installed indoors (in an electrical equipment vault
or in an electrical equipment room), must be maintained at least 1.5 m, if only a single means
of egress is provided from this room or a vault, and it is impossible to leave the room or the
vault without passing the possible the failure point on the transformer. Means of egress from
such room or a vault must be unobstructed, as required by the NBCC. It appears that the 3 m
requirement mandated by Rule 26-242(2)(b) for working space around the outdoor transformer
on the access side – does not exist in the Code for a dielectric liquid-filled transformer installed
indoors, and that the transformer sides that do not require access, may be located immediately
against the non-combustible wall, as there is no Rule in the CE Code, which would prevent
such installation. In this case, the transformer manufacturer has the final word on a need to
have access to certain parts of the transformer, where access for maintenance or connection
is not required by design or construction. It should be noted that if the CE Code would
mandate such clearance as it mandates in Rule 26-242(2) for the transformers outdoors, then
1 m clearance at all non-serviceable sides would have to be provided for a typical 3 phase
dielectric liquid-filled transformer installed indoors.

!

2.
Based on the current provisions of Rule 26-246(2), only the dielectric liquid filled
transformers containing unlimited amount of a non-propagating liquid suitable for the purpose
and having a flash point not less than 275 °C [where the conditions listed in Rule 26-246(2)
are met], are allowed to be installed in an electrical equipment room. Any other piece of
equipment that contains unlimited amount of a non-propagating liquid suitable for the purpose
and having a flash point not less than 275 °C [where all conditions listed in Rule 26-246(2) are
met], must be installed in an electrical equipment vault. Such omission in the Code relaxation
for other equipment creates unsubstantiated additional cost of installation, and hopefully – the
proposal submitted for revision of Rule 26-102, will remove such disparity between the Code
requirements, and the other types of equipment (vacuum fault interrupters, load breaks, etc.)
that conform to all conditions listed by Rule 26-246(2), would be allowed to be installed in the
electrical equipment rooms (and not in the electrical equipment vaults).

!

Conclusion:
Electrical safety regulators with the authority for administration of the CE Code in their
respective jurisdictions must be always consulted on this important subject – before the design
is completed.
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Changes to Sections 0, 2 and 4 by Ted Simmons

!

Ted is the Chief Instructor, Electrical Apprenticeship Program British Columbia Institute of Technology and is a member of the
CSA Part 1 Code Committee.

!

In the previous articles we provided a detailed review of the new
requirements outlined in Section 64 for “Renewable energy systems”.
This Section was added to provide the industry with a much needed
standard for the safe installation of electrical systems related to
renewable energies.
In this article we are returning to the beginning of the Code book and will focus our attention
on the changes made to Sections 0, 2 & 4. Prior to the start of our review, Code users
should be aware that as with any publication of a technical nature, there may be printing,
typographical or editorial errors. These errors are discovered after the Code is printed and
are compiled into a list according to their respective rule and/or location. The list of corrected
errors or “errata sheet” is subsequently made available to the electrical industry. A copy of
the latest “errata sheet” for the 2012 CEC can be downloaded at no cost at www.csa.ca/
documents/c22.1-12en_up_1.pdf. In order to reduce the risk of errors it is essential that all
electrical personnel ensure their Code book is corrected in accordance with the latest “errata
sheet”.

!
Metric Units Table
!

This table which is located on page xxix has been revised to include the term
“newton·metre” (N·m). A newton·metre is a unit of “torque” in the SI system. This term is
used in conjunction with Tables D6 and D7 which identify the requirements for recommended
tightening torques.

!
Section 0 - Definitions
!

Approved
A note has been added to Appendix B to clarify that electrical equipment installed under the
provisions of this Code is required to be certified to the applicable CSA product standard as
noted in Appendix A. However, where such CSA standards do not exist or are not applicable,
it is intended by this definition that such electrical equipment be certified to other applicable
standards, such as ULC standards. The note also indicates that equipment approval could
also be accomplished via a field evaluation procedure in accordance with CSA Model Code
SPE 1000 provided the special inspection body is recognized by participating provincial and
territorial bodies having jurisdiction.

!

(continued on Page 9)
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!
Cablebus
!

This definition was added to the CEC to recognize the use of cablebus as a wiring method.
Cablebus is a completely engineered electrical power feeder system consisting of fully
insulated single conductor power cables mounted on non-magnetic support blocks within a
ventilated enclosure. The conductors can be sized to carry between 400A to 6000A per
phase at typical voltages of 600V to 35kV and higher. The support blocks maintain the cable
spacing and provide bracing so that the cablebus can withstand the magnetic forces due to
high short circuit currents. As noted in Appendix B, cablebus is ordinarily assembled at the
point of installation from components furnished or specified by the manufacturer in
accordance with the instructions for the specific job. The installation requirements for
cablebus systems are located in Rules 12-2250 to 12-2260.

!
Ground Fault
!

In order to differentiate ground faults from other types of faults, the CEC has added a
definition for “ground fault”. Basically a ground fault is defined as an unintentional, electrically
conducting path between an ungrounded conductor of an electrical circuit and ground.

!

Ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) and ground fault circuit interrupter Class A
(Class A GFCI)

!

In order to distinguish Class A GFCIs from other types of GFCIs the CEC has added a
specific definition for ground fault circuit interrupters of the Class A type. Further information
on the requirements for Class A GFCIs is located in Appendix B.

!
Ground fault detection
!

This term has been added to the Code to reflect its use in Rule 10-106(2). As noted in
Appendix B, ground fault detection devices are devices that detect a ground fault and provide
an indication or alarm or both. However, they do not necessarily control or interrupt ground
fault current and as a result are not considered to be a form of ground fault protection.

!
Ground fault protection
!

This definition has been revised to clarify the function of a ground fault protective device
which is to detect and interrupt a ground fault current at a level less than the current required
to operate the circuit overcurrent device. These devices are designed typically to trip in the
30mA or higher range and as a result are not used for personnel protection.

!

(continued on Page 10)
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!
Grounding conductor
!

A new note has been added to Appendix B to indicate that for ungrounded systems
the grounding conductor will terminate on the service box enclosure and for grounded
systems the grounding conductor will terminate on the internal bus for the grounded
conductor.

!
Section 2 – General rules
!
Rules 2-126 & 2-128
!

These rules require that wiring and cables and totally enclosed non-metallic raceways
installed in buildings must comply with the flame spread requirements of the National
Building Code of Canada (NBCC). Although there are no changes to either of these
rules, the requirements located in the NBCC sentence 3.1.5.18 have been revised to
require an FT6 rating for wiring and cables installed without metal raceways in the
plenum areas of non-combustible buildings. As noted in NBCC sentence 3.1.5.20(2)
the FT6 requirement also includes totally enclosed non-metallic raceways used in a
plenum in a building required to be of non-combustible construction. It is essential
that Code users are aware of these significant changes to the NBCC.

!
Disconnection
!

In order to minimize work being performed on live equipment, Rule 2-304 has been
revised to indicate that work may only be carried out on live equipment where
complete disconnection of the equipment is not feasible. A new note has been added
to Appendix B to provide examples of tasks that are considered not feasible when
electrical equipment has been completely disconnected. These tasks are typically
restricted to troubleshooting of control circuits, testing and diagnostics.

!
Entrance to, and exit from, working space
!

Subrule 2-310(2) has been revised to clarify that it is the nameplate rating of the equipment
and not the rating of the overcurrent protection that is used to determine the electrical room
layout and clearance requirements.

!

(continued on Page 11)
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!
Receptacles required for maintenance of equipment
!

To enhance the safety of maintenance staff and reduce the use of extension cords, Rule
2-314 was added to the Code and requires at least one receptacle be installed where HVAC
or similar equipment is installed on a rooftop other than a dwelling unit.
The new
requirements for the rooftop receptacles are located in Rule 26-704.

!
Section 4 - Conductors
!

There has been considerable discussion about the revisions to the allowable ampacities for
conductors identified in Tables 1 to 4 inclusive, as well as the new temperature limitation
requirements outlined in Rule 4-006. An examination of Tables 1 to 4 reveals there have
been significant changes to several of the allowable conductor ampacities that we have
become accustomed to. Essentially, these changes were made to harmonize the CEC
conductor ampacities with those contained in the NEC. As noted, the revised allowable
ampacities for conductors with 90° C insulation have gone up, however for conductors with
75° C insulation other than No. 14 AWG through to No. 8 AWG the ampacities have
remained the same.

!

There were concerns regarding the increased ampacities permitted for No. 14, No. 12 and
No. 10 copper conductors and No. 12 and No. 10 aluminum conductors. As a result, a new
Subrule (2) was added to Rule 14-104 to restrict the overcurrent protection for these
conductors as follows:

!
!

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

15A for No. 14 AWG copper conductors
20A for No. 12 AWG copper conductors
30A for No. 10 AWG copper conductors
15A for No. 12 AWG aluminum conductors
25A for No. 10 AWG aluminum conductors

These restrictions essentially revert the ampacities for these conductors back to their 2009
values. Notes have been added to Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 to remind Code users to consult
Rule 14-104(2) regarding the overcurrent protection requirements for these conductors.

!

It should be noted that Item (e) does not appear in the text of the Code, however it is part of
the CSA errata and as such must be added to the Rule.

!

Although the allowable ampacities for conductors with 90° C insulation have been increased,
we must consider the resulting elevated heating effect and its impact on the equipment the
conductors are connected to. The CSA Part II Standards require that the conductors used
during certification tests are sized according to the 75° C column of Tables 2 and 4.
(continued on Page 12)
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!

Accordingly, using conductors with 90° C insulation and basing the conductor size on the 90°
C column from Tables 1 to 4 could result in overheated equipment and possible nuisance
tripping of overcurrent devices.

!

In order to address this problem Rule 4-006 has been added to the Code and requires where
equipment is marked with a maximum conductor termination temperature, the maximum
allowable ampacity of the conductor shall be based on the corresponding temperature
column from Tables 1, 2, 3, or 4. The intent of this requirement is to ensure the temperature
rating associated with the ampacity of a conductor is determined and coordinated so as not
to exceed the maximum conductor termination temperature.

!

Accordingly, when a conductor with 90° C insulation is connected to a piece of equipment
such as a circuit breaker with a marked conductor termination temperature of 75° C, the
conductor size would be determined according to the 75° C column in Tables 1 to 4.

!

In situations where equipment such as splitters, meterbases, etc., may not be marked with a
maximum conductor termination temperature, Rule 4-006(2) permits 90° C to be used by
default. It is essential to note that Rule 4-006 does not prevent the use of conductors with
90° C insulation from being connected to equipment with a marked termination temperature
of 75° C, however, these conductors must be sized in accordance with the 75° C columns in
Tables 1 to 4.

!

For example, the minimum size of RW90 copper conductors required to connect a 125 amp
non-continuous load to a circuit breaker with a marked conductor termination temperature
rating of 75° C would be determined by selecting the conductor size according to the 75° C
column in Table 2 for 125 amps which would be a #1 copper.

!

The impact of these new requirements is significant in that the procedure for conductor sizing
is no longer simply based on the ampacity required for the load but also by the conductor
termination temperature marked on the equipment.

!
!

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate how the requirements outlined in Rule 4-006 have impacted
conductor sizes for typical service and feeder ampacities when the conductors are connected
to equipment with a conductor termination temperature of 75° C.

!
!
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!
!
Comparison Table for Typical Ampacities
!
Table 2 - Copper
!
Typical ampacities
2009 (90°C)
!

2012 (75°C) *

60A

#6

#6

70A

#4

#4

100A

#3

#3

125A

#1

#1

150A

1/0

1/0

175A

2/0

2/0

200A

2/0

3/0

225A

4/0

4/0

250A

250 kcmil

250 kcmil

300A

350 kcmil

350 kcmil

350A

500 kcmil

500 kcmil

400A

600 kcmil

600 kcmil

500A

2 x 250 kcmil

2 x 250 kcmil

600A

2 x 350 kcmil

2 x 350 kcmil

!

* Conductors are RW90XLPE Copper and are connected to equipment marked with
a termination temperature of 75° C.

!
!
Figure 1
!
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!
Comparison Table for Typical Ampacities
!
Table 4 - Aluminum
!
Typical ampacities

2009 (90°C)

2012 (75°C) *

60A

#6

#4

70A

#3

#3

100A

#2

#1

125A

2/0

2/0

150A

3/0

3/0

175A

4/0

4/0

200A

4/0

250 kcmil

225A

300 kcmil

300 kcmil

250A

350 kcmil

350 kcmil

300A

500 kcmil

500 kcmil

350A

600 kcmil

700 kcmil

400A

750 kcmil

900 kcmil

500A

2 x 350 kcmil

2 x 350 kcmil

600A

2 x 500 kcmil

2 x 500 kcmil

* Conductors are RW90XLPE Aluminum and are connected to equipment marked with
a termination temperature of 75°C.

!
Figure 2
!
!
!
!
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!

Figures 3 and 4 provide examples of the impact of the requirements identified in Rule 4-006
on typical transformer installations.

!

Transformer Calculation
75KVA 3Ø Transformer
600 - 120/208V 60Hz

!

!

Minimum
ampacity

2009

2012 *

Primary

90.23A

3C #3

3C #3

Secondary

260.4A

4C #250 KCM

4C #300 KCM

*Conductors are type RW90XLPE Copper.
*Equipment is marked with a maximum conductor termination temperature of 75°C.

!
Figure 3
!

Transformer Calculation
150KVA 3Ø Transformer
600 - 120/208V 60Hz

!

!

Minimum
ampacity

2009

2012 *

Primary

180.46A

3C #2/0

3C #3/0

Secondary

521A

2x4C #250KCM

2x4C #300KCM

*Conductors are type RW90XLPE Copper.
*Equipment is marked with a maximum conductor termination temperature of 75°C.

!

Figure 4
!
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!

Many questions have been raised regarding how to take advantage of the increased
allowable ampacities permitted for conductors with 90° C insulation. As noted previously,
Rule 4-006(2) permits 90° C to be used by default where equipment is not marked with a
maximum conductor termination temperature. In addition, Rules 6-300(1), 6-310(c) and
12-108 indicate that splices are permitted where cable transitions are made to meet the
requirements of Rule 4-006. The Code, however, does not provide information as to the
conductor length required from the equipment termination point to the transition point, or the
location of the junction box, etc. It is essential to consult the authority having jurisdiction for
further information on these requirements.

!

It is safe to say that application of these new requirements will generate confusion as well as
a long period of assimilation.

!
Other changes to Rule 4-004 – Ampacity of wires and cables
!

As noted in Rule 4-004, Items (d), (e) and (f) in both Subrules (1) and (2) have been
revised. Subrules (1)(d) and (2)(d) now indicate where conductors or cables sized No.1/0
AWG and larger are installed in accordance with the configurations described in Diagrams
B4-1 to B4-4 in an underground run, directly buried or in a raceway, their ampacities shall be
as specified in Tables D8A through D15B.

!

Subrules (1)(e) and (2)(e) have been revised to indicate that where conductors are installed
in an underground run that is not in accordance with the configurations described in
Diagrams B4-1 to B4-2, their ampacities shall be determined by the IEEE 835 calculation
method.

!

Subrules (1)(f) and (2)(f) have been revised to indicate that underground runs of conductor
sizes smaller than No.1/0 AWG shall be as specified in Item (b) or as calculated by the IEEE
835 calculation method. In other words, for conductors smaller than No. 1/0 AWG we have
the option of determining their ampacity according to the IEEE 835 calculation method or
using the ampacities specified in Table 2 for copper or
Table 4 for aluminum.

!

Rule 4-004(9) – This Subrule was added to address ampacity calculations for single
conductor cables where the free air spacing between adjacent single conductor cables is
maintained at not less than 25%, nor more than 100% of the diameter of the largest cable.
When the conductors are installed in accordance with these requirements their ampacity
shall be obtained from Subrule (1)(a) for copper conductors and (2)(a) for aluminum
conductors and multiplied by the appropriate correction factor from Table 5D.

!

!

(continued on Page 17)
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!

For example, the ampacity of 3 single conductor, 500kcmil copper, TECK90 cables with a free
air spacing of 50% would be determined as follows:

!
!
!

4-004(9) → (1)(a) → T1 & T5D
T1 → 500kcmil → 90° C → 700A
T5D ------------------------→ x 0.87
609A

The new requirements outlined in Rule 4-004(9) are essentially the same as those located in
Rule 12-2210(2) for ampacities of conductors in cable trays, and as a result, the ampacity
should be the same using either rule.

!

Rule 4-004(10) – Several questions have been raised regarding the correct application of this
new requirement. As written, this Subrule indicates that for up to and including four single
conductors in free air which are spaced at less than 25% of the diameter of the largest
conductor or cable, the ampacity shall be obtained from Subrules (1)(b) and (2)(b) and then
multiplied by the correction factor obtained from Table 5B. This appears to be a fairly straight
forward calculation, however being that Subrules (1)(b) and (2)(b) refer to Tables 2 and 4
respectively, there is confusion as to why we are applying the correction factors from Table 5B
which as noted in the table heading apply specifically to Tables 1 and 3.

!

In order to address this conflict, some provinces have amended Subrule (10) to reference
Subrules (1)(a) and (2)(a) instead of Subrules (1)(b) and (2)(b). The CSA Part I, Section 4
Subcommittee is also working on addressing this issue.

!

Rule 4-004(21) and Table 66 were added to the Code to provide a means for determining the
ampacities of bare or covered conductors installed in free air. As noted, Table 66 includes
ampacities for both copper and aluminum conductors. Covered conductors are used to reduce
spacing requirements, as well as reduce outages due to accidental contact with falling tree
branches, etc. The covering however, is not recognized as electrical insulation and therefore
is not considered touch safe. As noted in Appendix “B”, covered conductors should always
be treated as bare conductors when determining working clearances.

!
Rule 4-008 – Insulated conductors
!

As well as being of types specified in Table 19 for the specific condition of use, Subrule
4-008(1) has been revised to clearly indicate that insulated conductors must also be suitable
for the particular location involved with special attention given to:

!

a) moisture
b) corrosive action
(continued on Page 18)

!
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(continued from Page 17)
c) temperature
d) degree of enclosure
e) exposure to mechanical injury

!
Further information on this requirement is located in Appendix “B”.
!
!

Rule 4-010 – Induced voltages and currents in metal armour or sheaths of single conductor cables

!

This rule has been expanded to incorporate the requirements pertaining to the entry of single
conductor cables into ferrous metal boxes. These requirements were previously located in
Rule 12-3022(7) and (8). The note located in Appendix “B” has also been revised to reflect
this change.

!
Rule 4-012 – Uses of flexible cord
!

As well as being of types specified in Table 11 for the specific condition of use, this rule has
been revised to indicate that flexible cords shall be suitable for the particular location involved
Rule 4-024 – Size of neutral conductor

!

In 3-phase, 4-wire systems, the non-linear loads connected to 120V branch circuits can have
a significant impact on the neutral current. As a result, Subrule 4-024(2)(a) has been revised
and now requires there be no reduction in the size of the neutral for that portion of the load
that consists of:

!
!

(ii) non-linear loads supplied from a 3-phase, 4-wire system.

As noted in Appendix “B” non-linear loads typically include dimmers, computers,
microprocessors and most other electronic loads.

!
Rule 4-040 – Uses of portable power cables
!

A new Subrule (4) has been added to permit the use of Type DLO portable power cables in
sizes 1/0 or larger for permanent installations when in cable tray, provided the installation is
in accordance with Items (a) to (d) inclusive.

!
!

(continued on Page 19)
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!

As noted in Rule 4-040(4)(d), when Type DLO cable is used as fixed (or permanent) wiring in
a cable tray, its ampacity shall be determined in accordance with the newly created Table
12E and the requirements for “ampacities of conductors in cable trays” as outlined in Rule
12-2210.

!

For example, the ampacity of 4 single conductor, 3/0, Type DLO cables installed in a
cable tray with a free air spacing of 75% of the cable diameter would be calculated as
follows:

!
!

Rule 4-040(d) → T12E → 350A
Rule 12-2210(2) →T5D → x 0.84
294 A

In our next edition we will continue our review of the CEC changes.

NEXT EIABC DINNER MEETING
and PRESENTATION

!
Date:

Monday, September 22, 2014

Where:

Grand Villa Casino Hotel and Convention Centre
4331 Dominion Street, Burnaby
(just off Canada Way and Sumner Avenue)!

!
!

Social Hour: 5:15 - 6:00pm

Dinner: 6 - 7:00pm

Cost Members:! $35! !

Cost Non - Members:! $40! !

!

Presenter: Ted Simmons, BCIT

Meeting: 7 - 9:00pm

Presenting: 2015 Code Changes

Payment options at www.eiabc.org
Reservations: Dwayne Askin 778 - 396 - 2050 / Email: Dwayne.Askin@safetyauthority.ca!

!
!
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!
Membership Application & Renewal Form

!

For 1 year
For 2 years
For 3 years

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

$ 75.00
$150.00
$225.00

New Membership
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___________________________________________________
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Postal Code _____________________ Title _________________________
Mail to:
The EIA of BC, Suite 201— 3989 Henning Drive, Burnaby, B.C., V5C 6N5
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